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ABSTRACT 

Present high- current ion sources for neutral injection experiments 

accelerate a mixture of atomic and tnolecular hydrogen species that are 

·converted into neutral particles with different energies and neutraliza-

tion efficiencies. Beam composition can have important e.ffects on in-

jection system efficiency, vacuu·m design, and first-wall loading. Beam 

composition measurements of the 20-keV LBL high-current sources are 

. used to calculate the relative power in the various beam components 

expected at higher energies. 
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1. INTRODUCTION . 

Neutral-beam systems, now under discussion for fusion experi-

ments and reactors, will require tens to hundreds of megawatts· of eiec-

ti·ical power. The choice and control of the atomic and molecular ion 

species in the plasma source can have an important effect on the capital 

and operating costs, with or without recovery of the energy of the non

neutralized fraction of the beam. (In the former case, electrostatic 

energy recovery from a poly- energetic ion be ani would cause additional 

complexity.) The required amount of cold gas in the neutralizing cell 

varies with energy and species, and in turn affects the cost of the large 

vacuum system.·· Neutrals with different energies will be trapped at 

different plasma radii; in particular, low-energy atoms will be trapped 

at large radii and increase the power loading on limiters and first walls. 

For the hydrogen beams discus sed in this paper, the trapping of an in-

jected H
2 

or D 2 molecule produces (by dissociation) an energetic atom 

that may escape to the walL Helium atoms may also ,be used for heating 

and fueling of CTR plasmas; this topic is not discussed here. 

2. BEAM SPECIES AND NEUTRALIZATION 

Ions in a hydrogen, deuterium, or tritium discharge exist principally 

. + + + . -1n four forms, for exampleD , D 2 , D
3

, and D . Each of these ions, 

when extracted from the plasma and accelerated to form a high- energy 

beam, may be electrically neutralized. in part by capturing an electron 

from a neutral gas target, by dissociation, or by losing an electron to 

the target. For collisionally thick targets, the competition between 

electron- capture- and-loss collisions establishes an equilibrium balance 

of positive, negative, and neutral particles in the emerging beam. 
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For a beam wh_ich contains no molecular ions, the collision-induced 

changes in the various charge states of the beam are described by the 

set of equations 

F. 
1 

i,j = D+ DO Dw 
' ' ' (1) 

where F. is the fraction of the beam in charge state i, a . . is the cross 
1 1;J 

section for a collision in which the energetic particle changes its charge 

from i to j, and 'IT is the t9-rget line density of the neutralizer 

(rnolecuies/cm
2
). 

For a beam of diatomic molecules there are two such sets of equa~ 

tions, one for the molecular species and another for the atomic dis soci-

ation frag:rnents at one-half the molecular energy: 

\ 

dF. . 

d'IT 
1 

= 'L 
j rfi 

F.a . . 
J J '1 

F. 
1 
~ a . . + 'V 2.J 1;J ~ 
jrfi k 

i,j + 0 -=D,D,D. 

( 2) 

Here ak,i is the cross section for the production of the atomic species 

. 0 . + 
i from the molecular species k (e.g., production of D from D

2
). 

Since. two atomic species result from the dissociation of one diatomic 

molecule, this definition of ak . yields the factor 1/2 fn the molecular 
. '1 

equation. 

Likewise, for an initial beam of D~ i~ns, there is one equation for 

the triatomic molecular ions (there is no reliable evidence of a stable 
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D~. molecule), a set of equations for the diatomic molecular dissociation 

. + 
fragments at 2/3 of the n

3 
energy, and a third set for the atomic frag-

~ + 
ments at 1/3 of the n

3 
energy: 

dFn+ 

0 2: 2 crD!,k) . 3 
Fn+ an+ . + ) 

d'IT - - 3 
3 3,1 (_l 

i k 

dFk k • .£ + 0 
1 = D2, D2 

~ crrr- Fp.£, k - F k(ak, .£ + 2 (Tk . ) + F n+an+ k 
· · n+ n° n-, 1 

i 
. 3 3, 1,J = • • 

F.a . . - F. ~ a . . + 2:: Fkak . + Fn+<Tn+ .• 
J J, 1 1 fti 1 ,J k , 1 3 3,1 (3) 

It is clear that for a particular neutralizer a host of cross-section 

data is required to determine the neutralization efficiency. These data· 

are not always available for an arbitrary choice of neutralizers, so it 

is not possible at this time to do a systematic study. Enough sample 

calculations have been carried out, however, to indicate that n 2 is 

representative of the better gas neutralizers. (ForD,~ and the molecu-

lar ions, plasma targets should be more efficient than gas neutralizers 

[1] . Such targets have not been tried yet and will not be discussed 

here.) Our choice of the appropriate cross sections for n
2

, gleaned 

from the literature, is given in Table I. The cross sections and the 

uncertainty estimates in Table I are based on comparisons of various 

published values [2] of the same quantities, and on interpolations or 

extrapolations if no measurements exist; they are not to be considered 

"best values11 , i.e. , no evaluations of the various experiments have 
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been made. (Note that most cross sections are not known very accu-

rately.) 

As an example appropriate to energies assumed in calculations for 

two- co·mpon:ent experiments, the neutralization efficiency vs D
2 

target 

thickness obtained from Eqs; ( 1), (2), and (3) is shown in Fig. 1 for 

+ - + . . 
· 200 keV /deuteron beams (200-keV D and D , 400-keV D

2
, and 600-keV 

+ D
3

). The horizontal scale is the target thickness for a D
2 

neutralizer. 

The logarithmic vertical scale is the neutral power conversion efficiency, 

n[(power inneutral bearri)/(power in incident ion beam)]. 'For the in-

. cident molecular ions the power in the neutral beam is obtained by 

summing the contributions from 200-keV n°and 400-keV D~. The maxima 

at intermediate neutralizer thickness in the molecular-ion curves of 

Fig. 1 result from the presence of D~ molecules which exist at low 

target thicknesses but are destroyed by dissociation in thick targets. 

These. maxima become less pronounced at lower energies and disappear 

below about 130 keV /deuteron. At even lower energies (below about 

75 keV /d~uteron) the 77 vs 7r curves for the molecular ions lie below the 

D+ curve, i.e. , low- energy molecular-ion beams require larger values. 

of 1T than do D + beams to achieve the same neutralization efficiencies. 
. . 

The maximum neutralization efficiency as a function of energy for 

each species is shown in Fig. 2 .. At low energies, each beam produces 

the same result. It is only above 75 keV that D- starts to show any ad

vantage, and above 130 keV /deuteron that n; or D~ beams produce more 

. + 
neutral power than D , The .molecular ions, of course, require higher 

acceleration voltages. 
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In choosing a neutralizer for an injection experiment one must 

compromise betwee:h the achievable YJ and the target thickness, which 

in part determihes the gas load on the system .. For example, from 
.. · 

Fig. 1 we see that for a 200-keV n+ beam one can achieve an YJ of 15o/o 

. . 16 2 .16 2 
at 1T = 1.5X 10 molecules /em , whereas 3.5 X 10 molecules /em 

are· required to raise YJ to 18%. When the YJ vs 1T curve has a maximum 

(for example, n- in Fig. 1) the choice of target thickness is unambiguous. 

To provide a basis for comparison, we arbitrarily define the 11 optimum" 

neutralizer thickness as the value of 1T for whiCh a maximum value of YJ 

is obtained, if a significant maximum exists; otherwise it is the value 

of 1T required to achieve 95% of the equilibrium YJ. The optimum neu-

trali~er thickness. vs energy is shown in Fig. 3. 
/ 

The curves for the 

positive ions cross over at about 75 keV /deuteron; above this energy 
' . 

the molecular ions can be neutralized with thinner targets than can the 

n+ ions. 

From the figures we see that D looks the best at higher energies, 

both ih the attainable neutralization efficiency and the target thickness 

required to achieve that efficiency. Since no one has yet produced an 

intense negative-ion beam at high energies, the rest of the discussion 

will deal exclusively with positive beams. 

3. MIXED BEAMS 

Positive ion beams ~xtracted from a deuterium plasma generally 

contain a mixtu,re of all three positive ions, so a realistic analysis of 

neutralization efficiences requires the solution ofEqs. (1)-(3) and a 

knowledge of the ion- species composition of the extracted ion beam. 
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Of particular interest to us was the composition of the beam pro-

duced by the LBL 10-ampere neutral beam source (3]. In this source 

approximately 15 A of positive deuterium ions are extracted in 30 msec 

pulses at 20 15:eV from a 7-X 7-cm slotted array. The ions are neutra-

lized in the beam line adjacent to the source by collisions with D 2 gas 

streaming from the source chamber. The beam strikes a calorimeter 

_located 3.3 meters from the extractor; about 9.5 equivalent amperes of 

energetic ions and neutrals (the beam is a,bout 90% neutral) are con-

tained within a 10 X 20 em section of the colorimeter. 
. . 

The composition of the beam was measured .with the experime.ntal 

a.rrangement shown in Fig. 4 by .sampling a portion of the ,beam striking 

the calorimeter through a 4.5 mm-diam aperture. Two indepe~dent 

measurements were possible with this arrangement: (1) With the sweep 

magnet removed and the gas cell evacuated, the ions remaining in the 

beam wereanalyzed in the magnet; (2) with the sweep magnet in place 

the ions were swept out of the beam, some of the neutrals were ionized 

in the gas cell, and then analyzed in the magnet. The results of either 

of these two measurements were used with Eqs. ( 1)- (3 )·to determine 

the composition of the ion species extracted from the source. 

Wh~n the source was operated with D
2 

gas, the composition of the 

neutral components of the beam with a neutralizer thickness of 

15 3 . 0 . 0 
7 X 10 · /em was typ1cally 57% 20-keV D , 21% 10-keV D , 19% 

0 0 0 
6.7-keV D , 1% 20-keV n 2 , and 2% 13-keV n

2
. This corresponds to 

an ion composition in theextracted beam of 75% D+, 15% D~, and 10% 

+ n
3

. Alteration of the composition by a change in ion- source operating 

conditions has been explored only to a limited extent; for example, 

i. 
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. when arc 'parameters were changed while the total beam power to the 

caiorimeter plate was kept constant, it was possible to raise the D~ 

fraction to 22% (~7% D+, 22% · D~, and 11% D~), but it was not possible 

tci increase the n+ fraCtion appreciably; 

When hydrogen was used in the source, the measured fractions were 

. + + + 1 . 60% H , 20% H 2 , and 20% H
3

. 

The beam co·mposition of the scaled.:.up 50-A source [3] is probably 

similar but has not been measured yet. Other kinds of high- current

density ion sources, for example, the ORNL 11 duoPIGatron11 [ 4] , al~o 

produce ·mixed- species bea·ms ~ 

Unwanted ion species can, in principle, be rejected at low energy 

by a magnetic selection process. However, to minimize space- charge 

blowup, present high-power-density beam systems have the neutralizer 

!m·mediately following the last element of the extraction system. Con-

sequently, no ·momentum selection of the ions is possible and the neu-

tral beam (which represents about 90% of the beam power at 20 keV) is 

produced from all thr~e ions.· 

In the near future, CTR experiments will require multi-megawatt 

beams at energies higher than 2Q keV. One approach toward attaining 

higher· energy beams is by the addition of ac~eleration stages to pres

ent-day sources; since post-acceleraHon V:ill not alter the extracted-

ion composition, it is of interest to consider the neutralization effici-

encies for such beams. We have used the 20 keV hydrogen- and deu-

terium.-beam compositions measured for the LBL source and with 

Eqs. (1)""(3) calculated the neutral components that could be achieved 

at 40, 80, and 160 keV with a hydrogen or deuterium neutralizer. 
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The results of the <;alculations, normalized to 1 MW of power in 

the full-energy atomic component, are presented in the form of flow 

diagrams ~n Fig. 5. At each energy a neutralizer thickness sufficient 

t6 obtain 95o/o of the equilibrium yield of full- energy H
0 

or D
0 

was used 

in the calculations. The power contained in the charged components and 

in the other neutral components (full-energy molecules and lower-energy 

atoms and molecules) is also shown. The neutral particle ·penetration 

thi~kness,·P._ T. (ions/cm
2

), in a fusion-experiment plasma is a function 

of the particle energy, so the lower- energy neutra,ls will not penetrate 

as far as those at full energy; we have used penetration thicknesses 

given by Sweetman [ 5] to estimate a mean r'elative penetration thickness, 

(P. T ), for the lower- energy neutral components. 

4.. DISCUSSION 

In Fig. 5 we show examples of povv:er flow in neutral beam systems, 

assuming initial ion compositions found experimentally for the LBL 

sources operated at 20 keV. Since collision fragments· from the molecu-

lar ions have distinct energies, these flow diagrams can readily be 

modified by the reader for any other jon composition of the initial beam. 
. ' . 

For these examples we assume that the accelerator optics are good 

enough that .there is no beam loss on collimators; besides decreasing 

the us eful'neutral power, collimator interception could cause heating 

and impurity problems. 

All. of 01.1r calculations were carried out for hydrogen or deuterium 

neutralizers. Although the necessary cross sections are not available 

'to survey the entire periodic table, sample calculations indicate that 

·no significant gains in efficiency can be expected for the common gases. 
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Nevertheless, other neutralizers may be desirable to minimize gas 

loads on the system: At high energies the cro.ss seCtions (both for elec

tron-capture and loss) for higher-Z targets are larger so that the op-

timum in the neutralization efficiencies can be obtained at lower target 

thicknesses. There are, however, at least two disadvantages in using 

neutralizers other than hydrogen or deuterium: (1) The charged beam 

may suffer space- charge blowup in the drift region to the neutralizer, 

and (2) care must be taken to prevent gas from the neutralizer from 

entering the ion source (where it would be ionized and contribute to 

beam impurities) or the confined plasma. 

Inspection of Fig. 5 shows that, for the examples shown, deuterium · 

beams are neutralized more effici~ntly than hydrogen beams; this re

sults from the higher atomic fraction and the lower speed of the deu-. 

terium beams. The neutralization efficiency decreases with increasing 

energy, and the _very low neutral conversion obtained for 160-keV H 

beams (equivalent to 3ZO keV /deuteron in Fig. 2) draws attention to the 

need for high-power negative ion beams which can be neutralized more 

efficiently. 

Even af the lowest accelerator voltage shown, significant fraCtions 

of the beams emerging from the optimized neutralizers are charged 

and/or at energies less than correspond to the full acceleration vel

ages. For example, to obtain 1 MW of 20 keV H0 atoms requires 2.12 

MW of power in the accelerated ion beam, of which 0.42 MW of ions 
0 . 

and 0.71 MW of neut~als other than 20 keV H atoms emerge from the 

neutralizer. The neutral components with less than full energy may 
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or may not be desirable in a given experiment, but we note two possible 

disadvantages: First, the lower-energy components may make experi-

ments more difficult (for example, energy-equilibration time measure-

ments). Second, since the neutral particle pene~ration thickness 

' 
(ions/cm2) is approximately proportional to the neutral particle energy 

for a given species [5], lower-energy neutrals will be trapped at larger 

radii, and may be lost r~pidly to walls (for example, by charge ex-

change) or limiters. 

The economic desirability of recovering the energy of the sur

viving ion beam, for example by electrostatic deceleration [6, 7] is 

apparent; from an engineering standpoint this will be much easier if 

all of the ions have the same momentum. Other possible ways to re.-

duce energy losses in the charged component ,are by recirculation 

thr~ugh the neutralizer [8] . 

The pas sibility of having nearly monoenergetic neutral atomic 

beams is clearly desirable; and the need for research toward this end 

is indicated. There may be ways to enhance the D+ fraction in an ion 

source, for example, by constructing the arc .chamber and gas feed 

lines of heated tungsten; but for the present, realistic mixtur·es of 

species must be considered when mating neutral beam systems with . 

CTR c;onfinement devices. 
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FOOTNOTES 

,,, ,,, 
This work was performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic 

Energy Commission~ 

f 
The higher atomic-ion yield with deuterium may be due to lower 

thermal speeds and, consequently, longer residence times of the 

heavier deuterium ions and atoms in the discharge. If tritium were 

used in the source we might expect an even larger atomic-ion fraction. 
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TABLE' CAPTION 

CROSS SECTIONS FROM THE LITERATURE [2] USED . 

. IN THE CALCULATIONS (10-
17 

cm
2 

/D2 MO,LECULE). 

MOST ENTRIES WERE OBTAINED FROM MEASURE-

MENTS IN H 2 GAS WITH HYDROGEN PROJECTILES OF 

ONE-HALF THE TABULA TED ENERGIES .. 

•. 

FIGURE LEGENDS 

FIG. 1. .Neutralization· efficiency n [(power in neutral beam) /(power 

in initial io~ beam)] vs D
2 

neutralizer thickness for each of 

the four beams; 200-keV D+, 400-keV D~, 600-keV D~, and 

200-keV D-. 

FIG. 2. 

FIG. 3. 

. FIG. 4, 

FIG. 5. 

Maximum neutralization efficiency inD
2 

vs beam energy, 

. . . + + . + 
for each of the four beams, D , D

2
, D

3
, and D-. 

II Optirrium" neutralizer thickness for neutral production vs 

. . . + + + 
beam energy fo.r each of the beams D , D 2 ,. D

3
, and D-. 

Where no maximum. inn vs rr exists we choose rr for 95%' of 

equilibrium .n . 

Schematic of apparatus to analyze charge- and neutral-beam 

composition. 

Power flow diagrams for 1 MW 20-, 40-, 80..,, and 160-keV 

Ho d D0 · · t· t · an · lnJeC 10n sys e·ms. (The ion species composition 

of an LBL source has been assumed.:) Estimates for rela

tive penetration. · thicknesses [P. T. (ions/ cm2)] in a 

fusion-experiment were obtained from Sweetman [5]. 



TABLE I. 

D+ Do D D+ 
2 

Do 
2 

.D+ 
3 

Energy a10 ai-1 a01 a0-1 a-10 a_ 11 a o a o aD+ a + a * a+ a o a + a o a + 
keV /deut D2 D D2 Do D D2 D2 D D 

10 83 0.13 8.0 b 1.6 100 8.5 46' 74 22 7.7 25 3.3 35 11 72 11 

20 80 0.45 9.3 a 2.5 108 9.0 56 83 22 12 (17} 4.9 41 12.5 91 16 

50 47 0.80 13 1.6 85 8.5 16 63 24 19 (9 .5) 7.0 30 10.8 83 21 

100 17 0.10 14 0.75 65 8.0 4.3 35 24 19 (7.3) 6.9 10 8.2 50 24 

200 2.5 a 0.01 10.8 (0 .25) 47 (5.3) 0.7 13 c 19 15 5.0 5.8 3.5 5.6 25 22.3 

500 0.046 a (0)· 6.0 (0 .06} 25 (2.2} (0.04) 3.7 c 10 7.0 3.2 3.8 •1.1 3.0 13 15 ....... 
\]1 

1000 0.0012 (0} 3.3 (0.02} 15 (0 .75) (0 .006) 2.0 c 5.6 4.2 2.2 2:.4 0.63 1.8 6.5 7 

Estimated 
uncertaintieS ± 10o/o ±.30% ± 10% ±20% ±15% ± 10o/o ±10% ±10% ±.20% ±20% ±25% ± 25')'o ±20% ± 15% ± 10% ± 10')'o 

Estimated uncertainties are· as shown under each column except aS noted. . a .. (i,j = 1,0;-1) indicates cross section for change from 

a±15o/o 
lJ 

charge state i to j. 

b+10-50o/o a 
0

, a , etc. symbolize cross sections for the produc-

c±20% 
D D+ 

tion of D0 , D+, etc. 
() Parentheses ind.icate e.xtrapolations or interpolations where 

~' . 0 0 + l no uncertainty can be assigned. ReactiOn D
2
-D +D ony. 
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r------------------LEGALNOTICE---------------------

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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